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Introduction

The American College of Surgeons (ACS) National Surgical Quality

Improvement Program (NSQIP) online Surgical Risk Calculator uses

inherent patient characteristics to provide predictive risk scores for adverse

postoperative events. The purpose of our study is the determine if

neurosurgical spine patients with a high predicted risk scores are

associated with increased in-hospital costs.

Methods
A single centered retrospective review of 191 spinal surgery patients treated
from a period of September 2011 to December 2014 was performed. Individual
patient characteristics were entered into the NSQIP calculator. Predicted risk
scores were compared wth actual in-hospital costs contained from a billing
database. We used the Pearson coefficient to assess correlation between post-
op neuosurgical complication risk scores predicted by the ACS NSQIP Surigcal
Risk Calculator and surgical encounter costs in 191 neuosurgical spine patients.
We evaluated 11 types of complications and compared 3 different types of
encounter cost. All nominal costs were adjusted to real costs baded on GDP
deflation / inflation factors provided by the bureau of economic analysis. To
determine if correlations between risk scores an encounter costs were not
simply an artifact related to procedure-specific OR costs we used the Pearson
partial correlation coefficient to assess correlation between complication risk
scores and encounter costs while adjusting for procedure specific OR costs.

We used the pearson correlation coefficient (R) to assess correlation between
11 types of complication risk scores and 5 types of encounter costs from 192
spine UF health encounters involving spine procedures. Risk scores in
categories such as serious complication, any complication, pneumonia, cardiac
complication, surgical site infection, urinary tract infection, venous
thromboembolism, renal failure, return to operating room, death, and discharge
to nursing home or rehab were examined.

Results

Conclusions
Previous work has demonstrated the ACS NSQIP Surgical Risk Calculator can
accurately predict mortality but is poorly predictive of other potential adverse
events and clinical outcomes. However, this study demonstrates that
neurosurgical spine patients predicted to be high risk by the ACS NSQIP Surgical
Risk Calculator have a statistically significant positive correlation with in-hospital
cost. Controlling for operating room charges the pearson coefficient
demonstrated moderate positive correlation between risk profiles and hospital
costs.

Given the current healthcare climate emphasizing value-driven care future
iterations of the ACS Universal Risk Calculator may be valuable tool in predicting
in-hospital costs.


